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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the drawbacks of

conventional approaches to the estimation of n-

gram in Chinese natural language processing, that is,

the optimization of n-gram parameters is

independent of its discriminative capability. To

fight with this problem, we bring up with

discriminative estimation criterion, on which the

parameters of n-grams can be optimized. We

implement this approach on the platform of the

conversion from Chinese pinyin to Chinese

character. We conduct experiments based on the

tagged text corpus by Peking University.

Experimental results show that the conversion rate

can be remarkably raised by at most 41.4%.

INTRODUCTION

Statistical language model obtained from a huge

text corpus is often adopted to well model the

language information and so far its effectiveness

has been verified by its successful application to

automatic speech recognition and natural language

processing. Much attention has been paid to n-gram

due to its simplicity and availability. In Chinese

natural language processing domain, the parameters

of n-gram can be estimated by calculating the

frequency of word pair in text corpus and then

normalizing the frequency. Although this kind of n-

gram has been extensively applied to automatic

speech recognition, word segmentation as well as

conversion between Chinese pinyin and Chinese

character, lots of experimental results have verified

that this kind of n-gram cannot model the language

information well enough[5]. Since this conventional

approach estimates n-gram parameters dependently

of discriminative capability of the model the

resulting model cannot model the language

information with a satisfactory accuracy.

To battle with this problem, we propose

discriminative estimation approach, which can

directly relate the estimation of n-gram parameters

to its discriminative capability. We optimize the

parameters of n-gram on the criterion of

discriminative estimation by using Newton

Gradient method.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we

propose discriminative estimation criterion and give

out the formula for estimation of n-gram in the next

section. In the following section, we report the

experiments conducted on the platform of

conversion from Chinese pinyin to Chinese

character. In the last section, the availability of

discriminative estimation is discussed.

DISCRIMINATIVE ESTIMATION

In Chinese natural language processing, statistical

language model has been successfully applied to



word segmentation, tagging, conversion between

Chinese character and Chinese pinyin. To obtain n-

gram, great effort has to be taken: Segment

continuous text corpus manually and build coarse

language model by approximating the conditional

probabilities as the normalized frequency of word

pairs; Use the obtained n-gram to segment larger

text corpus and build better language model.

N-gram can be viewed as Markov chain model and

so maximum likelihood estimation is used for n-

gram similar to the estimation of HMM

parameters[3]. Although MLE-based n-gram can be

of  higher performance, it does not indicate that

MLE can result in the most accurate n-gram since

the estimation of n-gram parameters cannot be

surely relative to discriminative capability.

So-called discriminative capability, we mean the

power that n-gram gets rise to correct results with

higher score or probability with contrast to the

wrong results. In speech recognition, discriminative

training of HMM has been proposed from the

viewpoint of pattern recognition[1][2]. In this

training approach, as high recognition rate as

possible for training set is the motivation. The

complicated objective function results in the

complex formula for parameter estimation. As a

result, the computational cost is not durable for

corpus-based language model.

In order to simplify the above estimation criterion,

we introduce the following objective function.

where

denote sentence, correct word string and one of all

possible word string corresponding to single a

sentence, respectively.

In the above function, the probability that the

sentence corresponds to the correct word string is

strengthened and the probability for other possible

word string is suppressed. From this viewpoint, the

discriminative capability of n-gram can be

enhanced though its estimation is directly related to

recognition rate.

ESTIMATION OF N-GRAM

In Chinese natural language processing,

punctuation is determinative and so we segment

paragraphs into sentences. For a huge text corpus,

we can obtain the objective function for

optimization of n-gram as follows:

where

denote sentence i, and corresponding correct word

string and one of all possible word strings for

sentence i, respectively.

We use Newton Gradient method to optimize the

above objective function and obtain the following

formula for the estimation of the n-gram

parameters.

For the parameters in the numerator,

For the parameters in the denominator,

where wi, αdenote an element of n-gram and step

size of iteration, respectively.
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Since we introduce normalization restraint to n-

gram, we must normalize all parameters of n-gram

after using the above formula to update the

parameters.

CONVERSION FROM CHINESE PINYIN TO

CHINESE CHARACTER

Chinese is tonal language and not such alphabetic

language as English. There is no space between

words. In addition, it is very hard to determine the

boundary of words or part of speech. The

phenomena that the same pinyin corresponds to

several words are also very serious. It results in that

perplexity of conversion from continuous pinyin

flow to Chinese characters is very large. So far

many algorithms have been proposed to achieve the

conversion from Chinese pinyin to Chinese

characters. Maximum matching (MM) approach

and forward-backward search (FBS) approach are

proposed to alleviate the confusion problem

mentioned in the above.

Since dynamic programming technique is

successfully applied to speech recognition, many

researchers have employed DP algorithm to natural

language processing. In Chinese stochastic

language model based natural language processing,

DP has achieved much better results than MM and

FBS approach in word segmentation, conversion

between Chinese pinyin and Chinese character.

The basic idea about the application of DP

algorithm is given as follows:

1. Initialize the extension table and open table

2. read an element (a Chinese character or a letter of

pinyin) from the input

3. take one node from the open table and determine

whether the element is fit to it. If so, update this

node and keep it in the extension table. Otherwise,

delete it from the open table.

4. to speed up the transform, prune the nodes in the

extension table.

5. Use n-gram to extend the extension table.

6. exchange open table with extension table and

then go back to step 2

EXPERIMENTS

We conduct several experiments using the tagged

text corpus by Peking University. The corpus

contains one million characters and covers political

materials, novel, technical papers, grammatical

papers and the like. N-gram is built up on the basis

of this corpus and data sparsity problem is very

serious due to the limited amount of corpus. We

select 200 sentences for evaluation, which can be

successfully processed by n-gram. The total number

of characters for test is 3,335. Chinese pinyin of a

sentence is character flow without segmentation

and tone information, even in syllable level. We use

dynamic programming (DP) to achieve the

conversion between Chinese pinyin and Chinese

character. We use uni-gram and bi-gram to test the

availability of the proposed approaches.

In order to lower the computational expense further,

we take only top 5 word string candidates into

consideration. As is applied to speech recognition,

synchronous technique cannot employ to handle the

comparison among top 5 candidates and correct

word string. In this sense, we analyze the possible

word string with reference to the correct word

string. To give more details,

1. Read the pinyin PY1 of one word in the correct

word string

2. Read the pinyin PY2 of one word from one of

candidates

3. If the word is the same then skip to step 1

4. If PY2 is shorter than PY1, then update the

parameters and read the pinyin of next word in the

same word string and go to step 3

5. If PY2 is longer than PY1, then update the

parameters and skip to step 1.

6. Normalize the parameters.



We notice that all parameters are positive and it is

possible that the positive parameters become

negative due to the subtraction operation. In case of

data overflowing, we transform positive parameters

to logarithmic form. To do so, we utilize the

following transform formula.

N_gram Deletion Substitutio
n

Insertion

Uni-gram1 2 388 0
Bi-gram1 0 29 0

Uni-gram2 0 348 0
Bi-gram2 0 17 0

Table 1. Comparison of conversion result.

In the above table, uni-gram1 and bi-gram1 means

the language models obtained by the conventional

approach and uni-gram2 and bi-gram2 are the

language models obtained by the formula presented

in the paper.

Fig. 1  Experimental results

From the fig. 1, we understand that the error rate for

uni-gram is reduced by 10.3% and by 41.4% for bi-

gram.

CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the optimization of n-gram

parameters in natural language processing.

Maximum likelihood estimation and the frequency

of word pair are commonly used methods. For these

approaches, the estimation of n-gram parameters is

not related to conversion rate and so in this paper

we address the discriminative estimation criterion,

whose objective function is built directly on the

conversion rate. Newton gradient method is used to

update the parameters. To deal with the

normalization constraint, we artificially normalize

the updated parameters. Although it is not

theoretically stringent, the experimental results

show that the simplified algorithm can solve the

problem.

We conduct experiments on the task of the

transform from Chinese pinyin to Chinese character

using tagged text corpus by Peking University. We

establish dictionary, and uni-gram and bi-gram on

the basis of this corpus. The experimental results

show that discriminative estimation based n-gram

can result in higher transform rate by at most

41.4%.
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